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[Chinese shoes Network - the consumer market] last April 24, consumers have come to the police station, the police reflect their
counterfeit Nike running shoes on a well-known buy site buy. Upon examination, the site bulk sales of counterfeit Nike shoes indeed.
Recently, the Yangpu District Procuratorate selling counterfeit registered trademark crimes against fake goods by instituting criminal
proceedings. 
2012 In April 2009, together with Chen Xu (at large) to the price of 90 yuan per pair to a factory in Fujian buy counterfeit Nike brand
running shoes barefoot series 2.0. Chen will be "business license" and other materials to a Changsha sports industry manufacturers
to provide Limited available to buy site, the net sales price of RMB 199 yuan per pair of counterfeit running shoes, sold more than
2,000 pairs. 29 yuan sales price paid by the buyer to buy nets, the remaining money to pay 170 yuan by the buyer at the time of
delivery to the logistics company, and then by the company and Chen settlement money. Audited, Chen successful sales worth a total
of RMB 22 million yuan. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Dr. expired milk can maintain leather shoes
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Chinese shoes Network December 21 hearing, many Guangzhou people are reflected, to see fast expired milk big promotion when
buying milk can not help but want to buy, but sometimes buy a home I will forget to drink, this way, but the results have been able to
save money wasted. 
for this situation, experts say, in fact expired milk can also be used to maintain expensive shoes, as long as the proper usage,
expired milk can be "recycled" . 
According to reports, the first method in accordance with the usual care shoes, the shoes with shoe polish brush again, add a drop or
two of white vinegar in shoe polish, make the shoes more shiny bright. After brushing shoe polish, will be set aside to dry shoes first 5
minutes, then dip some of the expired milk with a soft cloth, spread evenly on the shoes, and finally with a clean cloth to wipe clean.
Thus treated both light and durable shoes. 
Related news
Sports players Liberty & timesNike 2015 summer "Merlin" joint family 2015-04-17 15:21:49 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network April 17 hearing, the famous London department store Liberty has maintained a close working relationship
with Nike, the two sides will be working together again this summer to bring a new "Merlin" joint series. The new series covers a total
of footwear, Windrunner jacket, T-Shirt and cap funds and other single product, including six shoes are Air Rift, Air Max 90 Ultra,
Zenji, Tennis Classic Ultra, Air Max Thea and Cortez, design are based Liberty launched in 1972 as the hair like a scarf and delicate
"Merlin" prints designs integrate into a single product, creating a unique exotic. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and
most professional shoe News Media Partners: Zhuo poetry Nepalese shoes) 
Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] in the recently concluded Beijing Marathon by amateur composition of the "cool running
Adidas group" bright spots. Ma has repeatedly participated in the North they hope to participate in the marathon, it will run this simple
but very effective way to deliver health exercise more widely. 
To help each runner complete their marathon dream, Adidas running friends in participating in the special mission launched a
challenge - "with throttle", that is the ability to run quite friends, form a considerable group of running rhythm "pace" partner all the way
to force each other to complete the grueling marathon race, challenge personal limits. 
It is understood that before the beginning of each year in Northern Malaysia, Adidas weekends will be in Beijing and Shanghai
Organization "Northern Horse Training Camp", using scientific methods, high-tech equipment, for the majority of marathon
enthusiasts, the interpretation of how to proceed appropriate exercise protection, to avoid injury, so let it experience the most
authentic cultural road race. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Although Flyknit vamp, Dynamic Fit collar, Flywire fly line technology, and lightweight composite material blessings, undoubtedly
makes the design of modern football shoes more portable, but old leather uppers incomparable touch feeling, is unmatched by these
new technologies. Nike has recently released new Tech Craft series, the traditional kangaroo leather surface back Hypervenom,
Magista, four famous football shoes Mercurial and Tiempo.
New series are designed to use excellent kangaroo leather covering the toe cap and the side part, make sure the main ball area
provide players with soft touch feeling, and then with collar, part retained the innovation of science and technology, to the classic
material and seamless combination of modern science and technology.
Recently, the sentiment from Canada rapper Drake in his own label OVO Sound at the 2015 OVO Festival shows his hometown club
New Jersey of the Toronto raptors, as the team's image ambassador, Drake also involved in the design of nature. Jersey to take
black color gives priority to tone, this cooperation on New Jersey in addition to have a new team Logo, also there will be a OVO label
marked ornament.
Popular colors in contact Nike new series
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[Chinese shoes Network] in addition to the line with the trend featuring retro shape, the new Nike Cortez Flymotion retain Cortez
prototype bright big Gogo sheer contrast jump color is to attract attention focused on the elements, pink, blue, orange, red, green and
other five bright colors, so Cortez degenerated into fashion classic incarnation. 
dynamic ultra-high-speed camera to observe the Nike lab barefoot movement, as a basis to build trenches to go out at the end of
Free elasticity, so that feet in the longitudinal and lateral movement When the maximum support and minimum pressure. Unique nylon
shoe as one of the classic elements of Cortez, Cortez Flymotion more on Flywire technology, allowing you to enjoy the Olympic level
shoes Technology. Nike Cortez Flymotion can be said that the history of both ends of the classical fusion, incredible ultra-lightweight
and comfort, waiting for you to experience! 
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